
 Ariel Liang: (3/7/2016 15:47) Hello, my name is Ariel Liang and I will be monitoring this 
chat room. In this role, I am the voice for the remote participants, ensuring that they are 
heard equally with those who are “in-room” participants. When submitting a question that 
you want me to read out loud on the mic, please provide your name and affiliation if you 
have one, start your sentence with <QUESTION> and end it with <QUESTION>. When 
submitting a comment that you want me to read out loud of the mic, once again provide 
your name and affiliation if you have one then start your sentence with a <COMMENT> 
and end it with <COMMENT>.  Text outside these quotes will be considered as part 
of “chat” and will not be read out loud on the mic.Any questions or comments provided 
outside of the session time will not be read aloud.Please note that audio is may be 
available in French, Spanish, and Arabic. All chat sessions are being archived and follow 
the ICANN Expected Standards of Behavior: http://www.icann.org/en/news/in-
focus/accountab 
  UCLA - Venezuela - Remote Hub: (16:09) Thanks @ariel 
  Butch Pfremmer: (16:10) Meeting room sound has stopped transmitting. 
  ICANN RP27 2: (16:11) Audio in Adobe Connect will be reconnected following a 
remedial reboot which will be completed momentarily. 
  UCLA - Venezuela - Remote Hub: (16:17) <COMMENT>suggestions with regard to the 
mobile app. the first is that outsource when you can be a project that can develop with 
api for example google is a very good tool to create apps for meetings that have more 
features than the current app<COMMENT> 
  Glenn McKnight: (16:24) Thanks    any comments on the  LACRALO Mailing list issues 
  UCLA - Venezuela - Remote Hub: (16:25) We have problems with the audio channel 
stopped about 10 min. 
  Yesim Nazlar: (16:26) I'll now communicate with the tech support, and keep you 
posted. 
  Glenn McKnight: (16:27) Sorry to hear that  you missed the  session on  the LACRALO 
mailng list.  We now  have a dedicated person for fixing the problem.   It was  ignored 
  UCLA - Venezuela - Remote Hub: (16:27) thanks Glenn 
  Mark Segall: (16:28) I may be muted 
  Glenn McKnight: (16:28) Hi Mak  please  speak up 
  Yesim Nazlar: (16:28) If you  can write your question, I can raise it for you 
  Harold Arcos 2: (16:29) @UCLA - Venezuela -Remote Hub; felicitaciones por activar el 
Hub Remoto. Todos los años mantenemos la participación activa desde Venezuela. 
  Mark Segall: (16:29) Just a comment.. I was just going to say thank you for having me 
on this call and my regrets for not having the pleasure of meeting the team in person as I 
had a previous commitment for this week 
  UCLA - Venezuela - Remote Hub: (16:29) Gracias @harold 
  Glenn McKnight: (16:29) Mark  can you join the call? 
  ICANN RP27 2: (16:30) @Venezuela Remote Hub: audio was restored several minutes 
ago. if it has not been restored, please try reconnecting. 
  Mark Segall: (16:30) I am on the call, but apparently muted 
  Glenn McKnight: (16:30) Mark  since you are the point person when ca we  meet on a 
go forward 
  Yesim Nazlar: (16:30) Thank you for your note Mark 
  Mark Segall: (16:31) Absolutely Glenn - I was on the previous call in January and I look 
forward to being part of all such discussions going forward. 
  Glenn McKnight: (16:31) Mark  it would  be helpful  that  we organize a call so we can 
detail the problem and set a timeline  for  resolving the probblem 
  UCLA - Venezuela - Remote Hub: (16:33) I think we need to work the webrtc format to 
make them more easy to share and use.in conjunction with the ietf and the webrtc 



working group 
  Mark Segall: (16:34) Glenn, it would be my pleasure.  Is this something you'd like to do 
as a 1-on-1 or as a larger team? 
  Glenn McKnight: (16:35) we  will  get Dev, myself and 
others  from  the  LACRALO  group.    We  need volunteers   
  UCLA - Venezuela - Remote Hub: (16:35) <comment>I think we need to work the 
webrtc format to make them more easy to share and use.in conjunction with the ietf and 
the webrtc working group<comment> 
  Glenn McKnight: (16:37) Did you  hear   Dev's  commment   UCLA? 
  UCLA - Venezuela - Remote Hub: (16:37) yes 
  UCLA - Venezuela - Remote Hub: (16:37) thanks @dev 
  Glenn McKnight: (16:38) The  TTF  commmented on  many of the  recommendations 
  BitsandBytes: (16:47) Thank you! Very interesting information. 
  Yesim Nazlar: (16:49) Thank you for your participation. The meeting is now adjourned. 
 


